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Continuing Competence Quality Assurance Program FAQ 
 

Why was I chosen for the audit? 
Each year, 5% of SDA membership is selected to participate in the annual audit of the 
Continuing Competence Program. Names for the audit are selected using a random number 
generator that correlates to membership numbers. 
 
Do I have to participate? 
Yes. Failure to participate will result in a $50 late fee and your name being forwarded to the 
Professional Conduct Committee. 
 
Under extenuating circumstances the member being audited may request an extension or 
request an alternate date for the commencement of the audit process. Examples of extenuating 
circumstances include, but are not limited to, current hospitalization, illness or disability, 
bereavement or personal hardship. This request must be received by the Registrar at least 15 
days prior to the date of the scheduled audit. If the member is unable to make the request, a 
family member, friend or colleague may do so on behalf of the member. 
 
What year is being audited? 
The audit is for the Continuing Competence Program cycle that was just recently completed 
(April 1, 2018 – March 31, 2019). 
 
What do I have to do if I am selected for the audit? 
Members selected for audit will have 30 days to submit either a paper or virtual audit portfolio 
to SDA.  If you are submitting a paper portfolio, you can print copies of the documents 
described below and mail them in.  If you are submitting an electronic/virtual folder please 
contact the Registrar and she will provide you with a zip folder.  In the zipfolder will be a blank 
SDA CCP Audit Summary form and the folders for each of your evidence. Regardless of the type 
of submission (paper or virtual), the portfolio is required to include the following: 
 

1) SDA CCP Audit Summary Form  
Complete the SDA CCP Audit Summary Form. It was sent to you by email from the Registrar 
and can also be accessed on SDA website on the members only side under Continuing 
competence program heading.  It is a word document and you should be able to type as 
much text as you need and not be limited to only the size of the text box. The first part of the 
form includes a description of your current and past employment/volunteer work and 
certifications/designations to help put your CCP submission into context for the auditors. The 
second part of the form asks questions specific to the learning plan to bring the CCP full 
circle.  For each learning goal, you will be asked to reflect further and articulate what you 
specifically learned and the impact it has had or will have on your practice and dietetic 
competency. If you are submitting a paper portfolio, print three copies of your completed 
form. If you are submitting an electronic version, save your completed form as 1. <<Your 
Name>> Audit Summary 2018-19 and place into the provided zip folder. 
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2) Self-Assessment 2018-19 
Obtain a copy of your 2018-19 self-assessment from your hard drive or members only side of 
SDA website.  If you are submitting a paper portfolio, print three copies of your self-
assessment. If you are submitting an electronic version, save/rename your document as 2. 
<<Your Name>> Self-Assessment 2018-19 and place in the provided zip folder.   
 
3) Completed Learning Plan 2018-19 
Obtain a copy of your completed 2018-19 learning plan from the members only side of SDA 
website.  If you are submitting a paper portfolio, print three copies of your completed 
learning plan. If you are submitting an electronic version, cut and paste your completed 
learning plan into a word processing document as 3. <<Your Name>> Learning Plan 2018-19 
and place in the provided zip folder.   
 
4)  Supporting Documentation/Evidence  
SDA requires evidence to verify that you completed the learning activities you said that you 
did.  The type of evidence you provide will depend on what is appropriate for the learning 
activities/goal.  The list below is not exhaustive; it is intended to give you some examples.   
 
If you are submitting a paper portfolio, include three copies of your documentation.  If you 
are submitting an electronic version, add your supporting documentation files to the 
appropriate folder (labeled goal 1, goal 2) in the zip file.  If you do not have electronic copies 
of documents (ie. agendas, certificates of completion, learning log), you may need to scan 
paper copies.  Remember to save all supporting documentation in the folder for the 
corresponding goal with a descriptive file name.   

 
Examples of supporting documentation/evidence may include but are not limited to: 

• Certificate of completion/attendance (ie. online course) 
• Receipt for event registration (ie. workshop, conference) 
• Copies of Agenda/Program/Presentation notes (ie. webinar, workshop, conference) 
• Learning log of journal article read with short summary 
• Learning log of online resources explored with summary statement  
• Reflection of discussion with colleagues/mentors 
• Examples of handouts/photos of resources created with knowledge gained from 

learning goal  
 
How do I submit my documents?  
Our goal is to eventually move to a paperless process for submitting audit documentation.  
However, as we recognize that not everyone may have access to electronic documents/scanner 
or be comfortable using a zip file we are allowing members who so choose to submit paper 
copies of required documents.  If you are submitting a paper portfolio you will need to include 
three (3) copies and mail them to the SDA Registrar c/o Box 277, Rosetown, SK S0L 2V0. 
 
If you are planning on submitting your portfolio electronically, notify the Registrar and she will 
provide you with a zip folder and directions on how to load documents into the folders.  
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Who audits my portfolio? 
A minimum of two members of the Professional Standards Committee complete the audit. The 
auditors have received training to be auditors. Both the auditor and the member selected for 
the audit will have the opportunity to declare a conflict of interest. If a conflict of interest is 
declared, a different auditor will be appointed. 
 
All auditors have a minimum 5 years of experience as a dietitian. All Auditors have signed 
confidentiality agreements with SDA, so that any information they review in the audit process is 
kept confidential. 
 
What does the auditor look for when reviewing my portfolio? 
The purpose of the audit is not to evaluate your competence as a dietitian. It is to determine if 
members are in compliance with the Continuing Competence Program. Each auditor assigned 
to your file independently assesses your portfolio. As such, your portfolio will be evaluated on 
its ability to provide answers to the following questions: 

1. Have the Self-Assessment questions been completed? 
2. Has the Self-Assessment Tool been completed? 
3. Does the member identify any “DTI” priorities in the self-assessment tool? If so, have 

they included them as a priority and included them as part of their learning plan or 
offered explanation if they did not do so? 

4. Do the learning goals relate to the improvement priorities identified in the self-
assessment questions and/or tool?   

5. Are the learning goals clear, focused and well-defined (ie. SMART learning goals?) 
6. Does the supporting documentation verify learning activities?  
7. Is there evidence that the member reflected and/or evaluated the impact of their 

learning on their practice?  
8. If there was a change to the originally submitted learning plan, is the reason for the 

change noted and pass the test of “reasonableness”? 
9. Is the SDA CCP Audit Summary Form complete? 
10.  Does the summary and overall portfolio indicate learning has happened? 
11. Is there reflection on the learning as it relates to professional practice and dietetic 

competency? 
12. Is there reflection on the relevance of the learning to the member’s practice? 

 
A summary sheet is used by each auditor. The auditors meet to discuss the summary and do a 
comparison.  If there are significant discrepancies or inconsistencies between the auditors’ 
scores, an additional auditor will be appointed to score the audit. A third auditor must come to 
an agreement with one of the other auditors for the audit to be complete. 
 
Why are the auditors requesting additional information and/or changes? 
If the auditors feel that they require more information to complete the audit, you will be 
contacted and asked to submit additional information. As well, your submission may be 
returned to you if it is poorly organized and the auditors are having a hard time locating the 
required information. If you are asked to submit additional information, you will be notified of 
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the date this information is required. The auditors may also request a conference call as 
required with the SDA Registrar and the member to explain their request for additional 
information and/or clarification.  
 
What is the end result of the Audit? 
When the auditors meet to do the reconciliation of your audit, they will determine if you have 
met, met with recommendations or not met the standard for the audit. 
 
Will I find out the results of the audit? 
Following the completion of the audit, you will receive a letter and summary of feedback from 
the Registrar outlining the results of the audit, along with any decisions or actions deemed 
necessary. 
 
What happens if I do not pass the audit?  
The Auditors may refer members for coaching if their portfolio does not meet the established 
standards or if they fail to comply with the audit process. Members who would like some 
assistance in developing goals and/or objectives, may also request the help of a coach at any 
time. 
 
What is coaching? 
Coaching is a support mechanism SDA had designed to create success. The member who has 
not met the standards for the audit is assigned to work with a member of the Professional 
Standards Committee who will be a coach. The coach will work with the member to review and 
act on the feedback from the auditors. Meetings with the Coach provide support, guidance and 
encouragement as the member works to meeting the standards for SDA’s Continuing 
Competence Program. 
 
Can I appeal the decision of the Professional Standards Committee regarding the audit? 
The member may appeal the findings of the audit by writing to the SDA Board within 30 days of 
the decision being rendered. 
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